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The performance of protected‑area 
expansions in representing tropical 
Andean species: past trends 
and climate change prospects
Javier Fajardo 1,2,3,4*, Janeth Lessmann 4,5,6, Christian Devenish 7,8, Elisa Bonaccorso 9, 
Ángel M. Felicísimo 2, Fernando J. M. Rojas‑Runjaic 10,11, Haidy Rojas 12, Miguel Lentino 13, 
Jesús Muñoz 1,16 & Rubén G. Mateo 14,15,16

Protected area (PA) extent has increased significantly over the last 150 years globally, but it is yet 
unclear whether progress in expanding coverage has been accompanied by improved performance 
in ecological representation. Here, we explore temporal trends in the performance of PA networks 
in representing > 16,000 vertebrate and plant species in tropical Andean countries based on species 
bioclimatic niche modelling. We use a randomization analysis to assess whether representation gains 
over time (1937–2015) are the expected consequence of increasing the overall area of the network or 
the result of better designed networks. We also explore the impact of climate change on protected‑
area representation based on projected species distributions in 2070. We found that PAs added in 
the last three to four decades were better at representing species diversity than random additions 
overall. Threatened species, amphibians and reptiles are the exception. Species representation is 
projected to decrease across PAs under climate change, although PA expansions over the last decade 
(2006–2015) better represented species’ future bioclimatic niches than did sites selected at random for 
most evaluated groups. These findings indicate an unbalanced representation across taxa, and raises 
concern over under‑represented groups, including threatened species, and species’ representation 
under climate change scenarios. However, they also suggest that decisions related to locating 
protected areas have become more strategic in recent decades and illustrate that indicators tracking 
representativeness of networks are crucial in PA monitoring frameworks.

Protected area (PA) networks aim to represent biodiversity and enable its persistence in the face of anthropogenic 
threats, including climate  change1,2. Well-designed and effectively managed PAs have been able to deliver positive 
outcomes in terms of limiting the expansion of local  stressors3, reducing  deforestation4, or maintaining local 
 biodiversity5, among other benefits for nature and  people6,7. PAs are often considered the keystone of biodiversity 
conservation, as recognized by the global conservation community and by the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD), which has engaged nations towards expanding the global PA  network8. Accordingly, the last decades 
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have seen a pronounced expansion of PAs worldwide, which currently cover 15.8% of the terrestrial surface of 
the  planet9. But the steady increase in the total global area protected contrasts with assessments that suggest 
growing rates of biodiversity  loss10,11. The discrepancy between both trends supports the idea that indicators 
other than PA coverage are crucially needed to measure effectively the performance of PA networks, enabling 
biodiversity  conservation12,13.

Ecological representation, or PA representativeness, is an indicator of PA performance. It is defined as the 
ability of PAs to include all biodiversity features of interest (e.g., species, ecosystems)14. The concept of repre-
sentation is often coupled with that of adequacy of PA representation, which specifies that sufficient samples of 
features (or representation targets) must be included to ensure conservation  outcomes14. PAs have historically 
been created within landscapes of low opportunity costs and marginal contribution to enhancing ecological 
 representation1,15. These biases in past PA designations have led to suboptimal representativeness of PA in cur-
rent networks and persisting systemic network deficits in biodiversity  coverage16. With the aim of reversing this 
trend, guidance for expanding global PA coverage has highlighted the need to create ecologically representative 
systems (e.g.,8,13,16,17) by strategically locating new PAs in places that contribute the most to closing multiple 
ecological representation  gaps10,18.

Despite this knowledge, it is yet unclear whether increasing awareness of the need to enhance the ecologi-
cal representativeness of conservation networks has translated into improvements in the efficiency with which 
expansions in PA coverage have contributed to enhancing representation through time. Kuempel et al.19 found 
that protection equality of terrestrial ecoregions, a metric of PA representativeness, improved slowly with PA 
expansions made through time. Nonetheless, this expansion was inefficient since the ecological representation 
improved no more than if the same amount of protected land had been established at random. Similarly, Venter 
et al.18 found that recent global PA expansions were highly suboptimal at representing threatened vertebrate spe-
cies compared to what could have been achieved at the same cost by optimized strategic planning. Interestingly, a 
regional analysis for Australia showed that PAs designated since the year 2000 were also suboptimal at represent-
ing threatened species but performed better than randomly selected areas, suggesting a role of conservation plan-
ning in enhancing  representation20. In light of these mixed results, further research on the performance of past 
PA expansions with respect to ecological representation is needed in order to understand the success of regional 
conservation decisions and global biodiversity conventions. Crucially, these assessments should be extended to 
broader groups of taxa and regions (i.e., not only threatened species), especially in other highly biodiverse areas 
whose conservation strategies are critical to achieving global biodiversity targets. A temporal perspective in 
this analysis is also relevant to detect potential improvements in conservation planning decisions over  time20.

PA representativeness must also be evaluated under climate change scenarios where species are expected to 
shift their distributions following suitable  climate21. These shifts are expected to change species composition 
within PAs, potentially leading to decreases in  representation21–23. Therefore, it is also relevant to determine 
whether most recent decisions on designating PAs have also been beneficial when accounting for climate change 
impacts in ecological representation, or if such adaptability remains to be gained in the future to ensure resilient 
conservation networks.

Here, we explore temporal trends in the performance of PAs in representing > 16,000 vertebrate and plant 
species in the tropical Andean countries (Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, Fig. 1). PA networks 

Figure 1.  Study area: protected areas in the five tropical Andean countries in South America. Protected area 
colours indicate their year of declaration from older (light grey) to newer (dark grey). Figure created in R v4.0.0 
(https:// cran.r- proje ct. org/).

https://cran.r-project.org/
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in tropical Andean countries have expanded significantly since their first PA was declared in 1937 (Fig. 2), but 
there is concern over the ability of these networks to adequately represent biodiversity and maintain its proper-
ties under climate  change24,25. Using species distribution models to illustrate current biodiversity patterns and to 
project distribution shifts under a 2070 climate change scenario, in addition to using a null model to compare the 
performance of PAs against randomized networks, we evaluate the PA networks in tropical Andean countries, 
with regard to: (1) temporal trends in species representation (1937–2015), accounting for adequacy of repre-
sentation targets and differences among taxa and threat status; (2) the estimated representation of taxonomic 
groups/threatened species in the 2015 network under climate-change scenarios; and (3) whether representation 
gains over time were just the expected consequence of increasing the overall area of the network or the result 
of selecting more efficient sites for the PAs that were added to the network. Tropical Andean countries hold the 
responsibility to preserve a considerable portion of the world’s biodiversity because they include one of the rich-
est regions on Earth in terms of species diversity and  endemism26, making their conservation both regionally 
and globally relevant.

Results
Species representation over time. We assessed trends in ecological representation across the combined 
PA network of the five tropical Andean countries by assessing achievement of representation targets (i.e., the 
percentage of distributions under protection in order for species to be considered as represented)1,27 for 16,510 
species of vertebrates and plants. The analysis was based on the modeled distributions of 1810 birds, 197 mam-
mals, 699 amphibians, 452 reptiles, and 13,352 plants built with ensembles of three modeling  techniques28–31. 
Evaluating the PA network on a decadal basis since the first reserve was declared in 1947 in Venezuela until 
2015, we found that only a small proportion of species (~ 2%) had met their conservation targets by 1985 (Fig. 3) 
despite the total area of PA networks already consisting of half the area by 2015. The decade 1986–1995, corre-
sponding to the largest enlargement, triggered a marked increase in species representation, but with mammals, 
birds, and plants boosting their representation at higher rates than reptiles and amphibians. Today, mammals 
and birds are the best represented groups, with 33.5% and 27.5% of their species meeting targets, respectively. 
Representation is smaller for plants (22.6%), reptiles (17.2%), and amphibians (13.6%).

Crucially, threatened  species32 were, on average, less represented (8.4%) than non-threatened (24.4%) in the 
2015 PAs, resulting from a trend in which decadal increases in representation were on average comparatively 
less beneficial for these species with higher conservation needs.
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Figure 2.  Temporal trends in protected area coverage in the Tropical Andes. (a) Percentage of the countries’ 
terrestrial area included in the conservation network. (b) Amount of area added to the network per decade. (c) 
Average elevation of protected areas declared per decade. Figure created in R v4.0.0 (https:// cran.r- proje ct. org/).
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Change in performance in species representation. Using a randomization  analysis33 to test whether 
the performance of decadal additions to the regional PA network contributed more than randomly placed PAs to 
enhance species representation, we observed an overall trend of increasing performance with successive PA net-
work expansions. Whereas typically PAs declared during the first decades did not represent more species than a 
randomly placed network, most recent expansions did increase representation more often, and for more groups, 
than would be expected as a result of just increases in the total area protected (Fig. 4). The analysis revealed that 
declared PAs performed better than randomly placed areas representing birds and plants since the 1976–1985 
expansion (except for 1996–2005 in the case of plants), and also for mammals since 1986–1995. Contrastingly, 
the representation of herpetofauna only performed better than random placement of areas in the most recent 
decades (1986–1995 and 2006–2015 for reptiles, and 2006–2015 for amphibians). Threatened species have been 
captured better than by random networks for the last four decades. Notably, expansion during the last decade 
was the only period achieving better representation than expected by chance for all evaluated groups.

Projected representation in climate change scenarios. When assessing the ability of PAs to ade-
quately represent species in 2070 under a medium (RCP4.5) and a high emissions, business-as-usual (RCP8.5), 
climate-change scenarios, as estimated using projections of the species distribution  models34, we observed that 
representation is expected to decrease for all taxa (Fig. 3), appreciably more in the high emissions scenario. Rep-
tiles, the exception, were projected to result equally affected by the medium and high emissions scenarios. Mam-
mals are expected to maintain the largest proportion of species represented in 2070 (25.4% in RCP4.5, 20.3% in 
RCP8.5) followed by birds (17.8% and 15.9%), while amphibians are expected to remain the least represented 
(7.9% and 5.7%), preceded by reptiles (~ 8.5%), and plants (10.9% and 9.8%). Threatened species representation 
is expected to drop to 6.2% in RCP4.5 and 4.6% in RCP8.5. Therefore, representation in scenario RCP8.5 is pro-
jected to be smaller for all groups, except reptiles, with differences among RCPs being more acute for threatened 
species (representation decreases a 19% more compared to RCP4.5), amphibians (16%), and mammals (15%).

The randomization analysis revealed that, in general, PAs created in last evaluated decade (2006–2015) were 
able to enhance representation for projected species’ bioclimatic niches for 2070 better than random networks 
in both climate-change scenarios (Fig. 4). Future projected representation for amphibians under RCP4.5 and 
reptiles under RCP8.5 scenarios were the exception. Contrastingly, threatened species projected distributions 
were not represented better than randomly expected in either RCP.

Discussion
Protected Areas in the Tropical Andes have notably increased their coverage over the last 80 years, leading to 
a progressive improvement in species representation. Disentangling trends in the performance of PA expan-
sions in species representation, our randomization analysis revealed that only PAs added in the last 30–40 years 
were, overall, better at representing species diversity than expected just as a consequence of the increasing area. 
Moreover, the high performance of the PA expansion over the last decade (2006–2015) was also found when 
considering future scenarios of climate change, for most species’ groups. These findings suggest that decisions 
related to locating PAs have become more strategic and efficient over time in boosting the adequacy of the repre-
sentation of the diversity of species. However, the PA network still exhibits an unbalanced representation across 
species groups, marked by a lower representation of amphibians and reptiles, and a decrease in representation 
under climate change scenarios. Threatened species, a group of species that is arguably in need of receiving the 
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Figure 3.  Temporal trends of species representation in expanding protected-area networks by taxonomic 
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highest protection, were found to include the lowest proportion of species reaching targets, including in climate 
change scenarios. Altogether, this indicates only partial success at representing species in the expansions of PAs 
in tropical Andean countries, and emphasizes the need for more strategic allocation of PAs in the future, taking 
into account the representation of multiple taxa, beyond the groups that have historically dominated conserva-
tion planning.

A temporal analysis of the performance of tropical Andean PAs in representing species over time allowed us 
to detect improvements in area-based conservation decision-making. It is possible that a departure from the old 
conservation paradigm to establish PAs on iconic yet often remote and unproductive  lands1,35, in favor of focusing 
on areas with higher ecological value, has contributed to this result. Historically, PAs in the region were often 
sited to preserve high elevation watersheds and habitats such as páramos and iconic landscapes such as volcanos 
and recreation  areas36,37. Over time, the aforementioned increase in species representation efficiency coincides 
with the declaration of PAs shifting towards lower elevations (Fig. 2) and areas with higher species richness 
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such as lowland Amazonian forests and the Andean foothills (Figs. A.6 to A.16 in Appendix A).  Regional38 and 
national documents assessing conservation needs and policy plans endorse the idea of increasing ecological 
representativeness in PA networks since this period. For instance, conservation directive plans from Peru and 
Ecuador place emphasis on representing habitats and biodiversity since the  1970s38–43, and similar concepts are 
found in plans from Colombia, Venezuela, and Bolivia in the late  1980s44–46. Another example comes from the 
Amazonian region, where most PAs were declared after the 70 s and often followed strategic planning, targeting 
biological representation at country and regional  levels39. Finally, we note that even if the increase in performance 
compared to random scenarios is indicative of rising efficiency, this does not imply that decisions were optimal 
in terms of ecological representation efficiency. Expanding PA networks considering systematic conservation 
 planning47 approaches has the potential to maximize network representativeness.

Additional research is needed to determine the extent to which strategic planning is behind the trend in 
increasing representation efficiency, or the relative role of alternative factors such as an increased demand from 
civil society to protect species-rich areas, or other national sociopolitical contexts such as funding availability 
and political will. We note that not all evaluated PAs are explicitly targeted at boosting species representation, as 
some are defensibly aimed at alternative objectives as varied as sparing land for ecosystem services or preserving 
sites of biocultural value. Investigating PA declaration and management planning documents in greater detail 
for declared intentionality at closing representation gaps may provide crucial insights to addressing this question 
but represents a daunting task because many of these documents are difficult to access. Equally interesting is 
testing if the burgeoning systematic conservation planning studies for the  region48–51 are influencing more recent 
decision-making in PA declaration and contributing to improving PA performance over time.

Progressive PA expansions were often more efficient and represented better bird, mammal, and plant species 
than reptiles and amphibians, resulting in a PA network in which species representation is unbalanced across 
species groups. Herpetofauna was the worst represented group in 2015, consistent with  regional25 and global 
 assessments16,52. Most threatened species also remain under-represented, despite benefiting from efficient deci-
sions of more recent PA additions. Overall, this unbalanced representation can be attributed to differences among 
species groups in terms of distribution patterns, geographic range sizes, and knowledge of their distributions. 
In the Tropical Andes, mammals and birds are better studied  groups53 and have their distribution centers in 
the Amazonian lowlands, where their typically larger ranges tend to  overlap26. This context allows a smaller 
number of well-chosen large PAs in the lowlands to simultaneously capture and represent many species. In con-
trast, amphibians and reptiles, and many threatened species, are mostly small-ranged species with little overlap 
among their  distributions26,54. The distribution centers of these groups are characteristically displaced towards the 
Andean foothills and  valleys26,55. This requires many small, scattered PAs, matching the specific localities in the 
Andes of these small-ranged and threatened species, to meet their representation needs  efficiently56. Furthermore, 
progress towards an efficient protection of these species has been hindered by the historical lack of informa-
tion on their spatial  distribution53,57. Moreover, establishing multiple small state PAs in a matrix of agricultural 
lands with large human populations, characteristic of Andean landscapes, would incur very high management 
costs and social  conflicts55. Under these circumstances, conservation in communal and private lands, although 
not analyzed here, plays an essential role in helping close representation gaps of small-ranged and threatened 
 species54,58. Lastly, it is worth noting that herpetofauna and plants tended to have higher representation targets 
because they typically include small-range species. The targets of these species might have been more difficult 
to attain, contributing to their lower overall group representation.

The last PA expansion (2006–2015) performed better than random allocations in representing most spe-
cies groups in future climate scenarios. The overall high efficiency of PAs declared in this decade can mainly 
be explained by their ability to capture areas that are projected to retain their species diversity in the future. 
Nevertheless, the strategic nature of this climate-efficient expansion is uncertain and should be explored further, 
as we were unable to detect national or regional plans for PAs prior to 2015 that explicitly consider improving 
ecological representation in present and future climates. In addition, the last PA expansion did not efficiently 
target projected ranges of threatened species under climate change scenarios. Incorporating systematic planning 
approaches is, therefore, crucial to inform forthcoming PA designations that can maximize present and future 
representation of threatened species and other  taxa59,60. Notwithstanding, even with efficient PA designations, 
the overall representativeness is projected to decrease in future climate scenarios for all groups according to our 
projections. This result is consistent with studies in the  Andes61,62, where species shift their distribution upslope 
in the search for colder climates, resulting in a shrinking of species’ ranges with elevation and, occasionally, 
even the complete disappearance of their bioclimatic niches. This drop in representation is projected to be more 
pronounced for reptiles and plants, which include many species that have limited dispersal capabilities to fol-
low up with  climate34. Therefore, although PAs are a valid adaptation strategy for species conservation under 
climate change, they are not a panacea and global mitigation policies remain an imperative task to avoid losses 
in species  diversity63.

Our study has methodological caveats to mention. First, our randomization analysis preserved the shape and 
size of PAs to isolate the impact of the decisions made in terms of the sites protected. However, this approach 
might introduce biases in the random scenarios since some areas, particularly those close to the borders and the 
coast, could be prevented from being protected simply because the shape of PAs does not fit naturally. Future 
randomization algorithms may explore making PA shapes adaptable to other reserves and political or natural 
borders, or consider clustering aspects. Second, we did not consider historical downsizing and degazettement 
events in tropical Andean  PAs64. Future research might consider historic PA shapes dynamically (i.e., accounting 
for shapes before downsize events) to improve estimates of species representation and efficiency over time. Third, 
accurately mapping past, current, and future species distributions has its challenges, particularly in the case of 
data-poor regions. We point out that, for each species, only one distribution model was built with all available 
occurrences and climate variables representative of the period 1960–1990, and these were evaluated against 
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varying extents of PAs as the network expanded between 1937 and 2015. We did not build inter-decadal models 
due to a lack of finer temporal resolution climate data and comparable species occurrences. Likely, climate and 
species distributions slowly underwent changes between decades, but these were smaller and slower than those 
expected for the twenty-first  century65. Finally, the large geographic scale and number of species included in the 
analysis hindered our ability to build SDMs with occurrences from species’ complete distributions. This limita-
tion may result in an underestimation of species’ projected bioclimatic  ranges66 and representation in PAs. To 
address this, our occurrence sampling method was designed to include data from areas beyond the countries 
assessed, which improved the representation of species’ climatic variability. As a result, only few species with very 
large distributions could have been affected by this issue. Endemic and small ranged species, which are the most 
abundant in tropical Andean countries and are of higher conservation concern, are not expected to be affected.

Conclusions
Our analysis for the Tropical Andes adds new evidence of the progress and impact of PA expansions, beyond 
simplistic metrics based on total area protected. For this region, we detected that more recent increases in PA 
coverage were accompanied with efficient increases in species coverage. Moreover, we identified further needs 
for the region, as most threatened species, amphibians, and reptiles remain highly underrepresented within PAs. 
In this context, the implementation of quantifiable and achievable regional targets for balancing representation 
across taxa will help design higher-impact PA expansions to halt species diversity  loss12,67. Systematic conserva-
tion planning will be crucial in maximizing the efficiency of future PAs enhancing network representativeness and 
minimizing the impact of climate change on ecological  representation59,60. Recently, the new Kunming-Montreal 
Global Biodiversity Framework set new international biodiversity goals and targets (at the moment, in the state 
of draft  decision68), and specifies in its Target 3 that conserved area networks built by 2030 must be ecologically 
representative. We emphasize that it is crucial that proposed headline indicators to monitor progress in Target 
3 include a target to track the ecological representativeness of  networks69. Our analysis shows that indicators 
such as the change in representation of different groups of taxa and the performance of new protected areas in 
closing representation gaps are available to monitor this essential property of functioning conservation networks.

Lastly, we note that, besides enhancing species representation, there are other relevant criteria that guide the 
decision on what sites should be protected that do not necessarily provide the largest representation gains, such 
as securing the equitable access to natural  assets70 or protecting intact forest  landscapes71. Thus, the performance 
of PA location might vary with the criteria assessed, and additional evaluations might focus on these comple-
mentary aspects to broaden our understanding of trends in PA outcomes. Importantly, backward facing analyses 
such as ours provide useful insights on historical flaws and persisting needs, but also on success stories that may 
spur conservation efforts at this critical moment. Overall, the improved species representation in PAs over time 
herein described, should be understood as an incentive in the international and national conservation agendas for 
ongoing efforts to continue improving the performance of area-based conservation in a rapidly changing world.

Methods
Protected‑area networks in tropical Andean countries. This study considers national terrestrial PAs 
in the five tropical Andean countries (Fig. 1, Appendix B), excluding islands. The regional PA network of the five 
countries comprised 274 reserves in 2015, occupying 14.7% of the terrestrial area (Fig. 2a). Initiated in 1937, the 
network has grown rapidly and non-uniformly since, with a peak in expansion between 1985 and 2000 and a 
deceleration in the last decade (Fig. 2b). By 1985, half the total area protected today had already been incorpo-
rated into the network. There has been a downward shift towards protecting areas at lower elevations over time 
(Fig. 2c).

As the aim was to assess trends in the performance of representing species of a globally relevant conservation 
network, we conducted analyses on the regional network, as integrated by areas from any of the five countries. 
The list of PAs evaluated included only those that are part of countries’ state-managed networks. In the region, 
conservation figures with governance other than national (private, regional, municipal PAs) exist, but they pres-
ently cover a small percentage of the countries. However, these areas are growing in the  region72 and may play 
an important role in closing representation  gaps58,73. We did not include these areas in our assessment because 
spatial data availability for these is highly heterogeneous across the region. The conservation networks analyzed 
may include PAs classified within any of the IUCN management categories (I–VI).

Species distribution data. Representation was evaluated for 16,510 species, made up of 1810 birds, 197 
mammals, 699 amphibians, 452 reptiles, and 13,352 plants (Appendix C). Of these, 56 are Critically Endangered, 
246 are Endangered, and 501 are  Vulnerable32.

Species occurrences were compiled from online data facilities, museums, and literature for amphibians, 
reptiles, mammals, birds, and plants (including mosses, ferns and allies, gymnosperms, and flowering plants) 
in the Tropical Andes. To ensure an adequate representation of species’ bioclimatic niches, occurrence data 
was obtained for an area that comprised the five countries under study and an expanded area including por-
tions of neighbor countries. Occurrence data was checked through automated evaluation and expert criteria to 
remove geographic and taxonomic errors (see Appendix A for a full description of data sampling and correction 
methods).

Species distribution models. Species distribution models (SDM)74 were used to represent species’ biocli-
matic niches and to forecast geographic shifts under climate change scenarios. SDMs were generated in R using 
the BIOMOD2  package28 as ensembles of three modelling techniques:  Maxent31, random  forests29, and boosted 
regression  trees30. Models were built using five Worldclim1.4 bioclimatic variables as  predictors75: mean diurnal 
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range, temperature seasonality, maximum temperature of the warmest month, annual precipitation and precipi-
tation of the driest month. These are variables with potential biological relevance to describe species’ bioclimatic 
niche, and were kept after removal of correlated bioclimatic variables. SDMs were produced at a ~ 5  km2 resolu-
tion for species with at least 25 unique  occurrences76. To maximize the inclusion of small-ranged species (herein, 
species with an extent of occurrence ≤ 500  km2) with few occurrences (9–25), we built ensembles of small models 
(ESM)77 using the same three modelling techniques (n = 5394 species). ESMs are ensembles of bivariate models 
built with all pairwise combinations of the predictors and are more robust than regular SDMs when modelling 
small-ranged species with few  occurrences77. To minimize the transference of the spatial bias in collections to 
models, we used a background where the location of 10,000 points simulated the bias in  occurrences78. Ensemble 
bioclimatic models were obtained by a weighted combination of single-technique models based on their perfor-
mance according to the true-skill statistic (TSS) evaluation metric. Only single-technique models with TSS > 0.8 
and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) > 0.8 were used to build the ensembles. Under-
performing ensemble models (TSS < 0.7 or AUC < 0.8) were discarded. In total, 2007 species were discarded due 
to underperforming evaluation. Ensemble models had a mean TSS value of 0.942 (95% range: 0.773–1.000), and 
a mean AUC value of 0.987 (0.837–1.000). We followed Thornhill et al.79 to restrict the final maps to areas that 
are both climatically suitable and geographically close to each species known occurrences. Model outputs were 
transformed to presence/absence values using the “10 percentile presence”  threshold80. This is a conservative 
threshold that excludes occurrences with the smallest suitability, seeking to reduce commission  errors81. Addi-
tional modelling details in Appendix A.

Species representation assessment. We assessed species representation by calculating the area of each 
species distribution (i.e., their SDM projected under current or 2070 climatic conditions) covered by PAs, and 
contrasting this coverage with species-specific representation  targets27. Species representation targets are often 
used in gap  analyses1,27,82, and where designed as a measure of adequacy to reflect species protection needs based 
on ecological and conservation  criteria14. Building on Rodrigues et al.27 and Butchart et al.52, targets were log-
scaled between 100% of the distribution for species with a modelled range of 1000  km2 and smaller, and 20% for 
those with ranges larger than 55,000  km2 (upper quartile of the species, but see Appendix A for target sensitivity 
tests). Small-ranged species received a higher target due to their higher vulnerability to extinction from adverse 
natural or anthropogenic  events83. Species’ representation target values used in the assessment are included in 
Appendix C.

We evaluated the representation of groups (taxonomic and threat status) by calculating the percentage of spe-
cies meeting their targets in the PA network every decade over its expansion. We chose to evaluate representative-
ness using species representation targets because these provide a metric to assess the adequacy of representation 
that is critical towards the goal of species’ persistence. Using representation targets in gap analyses improves the 
accountability and defensibility of the process when compared with simpler metrics based on direct coverage 
(i.e., average coverage of species distributions)1.

Randomization analysis of species representation over time. To evaluate performance in species 
representation over time of expanding PA networks, we conducted a randomization analysis to test whether 
PAs declared in each decade resulted in larger gains in representation than would be expected if the same PAs 
had been placed at random  locations33. This analysis assesses whether the increase in representation is just a 
consequence of the increase in the total area protected or whether the chosen PA configurations (encompassing 
aspects such as the number of PAs and their location, shape, and size) significantly enhanced that contribu-
tion more than expected by chance. We produced 100 randomized PA networks for each decade of expansion 
(1937–1945, 1946–1955, 1956–1965, 1966–1975, 1976–1985, 1986–1995, 1996–2005, and 2006–2015), where 
the location of all PAs declared within the period in the five countries were randomly moved by translation, flip-
ping, and rotation throughout the study area whilst preserving their spatial attributes other than location. Ran-
domly allocated PAs were not allowed to overlap with each other, with the real location of existing PAs declared 
during previous decades, or the study area border so that the total area under protection was kept constant. 
Previous analyses have shown that the random allocation of smaller and numerous PAs leads to a higher eco-
logical representation than the same area organized in fewer and larger  units19, demonstrating that maintaining 
network characteristics such as PA number and size are key to assess performance. Therefore, our randomization 
approach preserved the number, size, and shape of declared PAs (see Appendix A for a full description of the 
randomization framework and a discussion of the implications of this decision). We compared species repre-
sentation in each randomly simulated network with representation within the actual PAs declared that decade. 
The observed representation was estimated greater than expected by chance (P ≥ 0.05) if the observed value fell 
within the 5% upper tail of the distribution of random scores.

Representation in climate change scenarios. We calculated the representation of groups within the 
complete 2015 PA network considering projected future potential distributions for the year 2070 in two climate-
change scenarios (or Representative Concentration Pathways [RCP]): RCP4.5, a scenario of intermediate mitiga-
tion of greenhouse gas emissions, and RCP8.5, a business-as-usual high emissions  scenario65.

For each scenario, we considered two general circulation models (GCMs), HadGEM2-ES and MPI-ESM-
LR, which capture rainfall over the Amazon basin better than others, especially over the dry  season84. One 
final projection was obtained for each RCP by averaging estimates from the two GCMs. Projections of species 
bioclimatic niche were transformed to presence/absence values using the “10 percentile presence”  threshold80, 
consistent with the values used to threshold current-condition maps. Future projections were modified to apply 
dispersal restrictions using thresholds that varied across taxonomic groups. Specifically, we assigned a value of 
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zero to areas falling outside of the distance threshold, using the edge of distance-refined binary models built with 
present variables as a baseline (see section on dispersal restrictions in Appendix A for more detail). Then, we 
contrasted projected distributions with PAs to estimate representation based on the same targets used to assess 
current coverage. We also extended the randomization analysis to future scenarios to estimate whether the last 
network expansion (2006–2015) represents species projected distributions better than expected by chance. We 
restricted this analysis to PAs from the last decade because these areas were created during the period in which 
awareness for future representation became increasingly relevant to conservationists and planners.

Data availability
All data and scripts used in this paper are available upon reasonable request to the corresponding author.
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